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Reflections on Values Education 1976-06-28 everyone ought to be profoundly concerned with
the development of the leaner and consequently the development of society the ultimate
standard value for such development is to attain a more adequate level of value and moral
awareness sensitivity reasoning and action the why what and how of the value education
emphasis are being seriously confronted in a more dedicate and systematic manner this is
perhaps symptomatic of something much deeper in our personal and social fabric dissonance
conflict tensions are inevitable ingredients in our development toward self actualization as
we struggle with the sticky matter of life the challenges are many the roads are arduous and
the journey is lengthy but who cannot say immensely worthwhile and value able
Incomparable Values 2022-01-14 people tend to rank values of all kinds linearly from good
to bad but there is little reason to think that this is reasonable or correct this book argues to
the contrary that values are often partially ordered and hence frequently incomparable
proceeding logically from a small set of axioms john nolt examines the great variety of
partially ordered value structures exposing fallacies that arise from overlooking them he
reveals various ways in which incomparability is obscured using linear indices to summarize
partially ordered data relying on an inadequately defined concept of parity or conflating
incomparability with vagueness incomparability can enrich and clarify a range of topics
including the paradoxes of derek parfit rational decision theory and the infinite values of
theology finally nolt shows how to generalize many of the concepts introduced earlier
explores the intricate depths of certain noteworthy partially ordered value structures and
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argues for the finitude of value incomparable values will be of interest to scholars and
advanced students working in ethics value theory rational decision theory and logic
Social Work Values 2018-10-30 originally published in 1983 social work values is a
sustained enquiry about the present situation of social work it describes the treatment of
social work values in the social work literature and in research and pursues three distinct
avenues towards an improvement on the present unsatisfactory treatment first the book
introduces and encourages more philosophical reflection on the customary lists of social work
values second it investigates three social work controversies between the charity
organisation society and the socialists between the functionalist and the diagnostic schools of
social work and between radical marxists and the rest third and finally it explores the
treatment of value and values in economics sociology ordinary usage and philosophy in order
to establish the distinctive elements to which the term values is applied
Dialogues on Values and Centers of Value 2021-11-08 this book features two old
philosophical friends engaged in lively personal and intellectual conversations wary of any
dogmatism their dialogues explore the big bang and the joy of grandchildren value theory
and terrorism god and art metaphor and meaning while assessing the thought of robert s
hartman alfred north whitehead charles hartshorne h richard niebuhr and others
Living Values 2006 bok argues that certain basic values can be shared cross culturally
without infringing on the richness of diversity and can provide a starting point for dialogue
negotiation and cooperation she takes a stand against the claim that respect for cultural
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diversity and respect for common values are mutually exclusive or somehow diminish one
another
Common Values 1995 drawing on the core values of western civilization the author refines
the counterparts in chinese civilization summarized as four core principles duty before
freedom obedience before rights community before individual and harmony before conflict
focusing on guoxue or sinology as the basis of his approach the author provides detailed
explanations of traditional chinese values recent scholars have addressed the concept of
guoxue since the modern age sorting through it and piecing it together which has produced
an extremely abundant range of information however given that the concepts and theories
involved have been left largely unanalyzed this book develops a theoretical treatment of
them in several important respects first it analyzes the mindset of guoxue examining the
dominant ideas and values of the era from which the term guoxue arose focusing on its
connection to early changes and trends in society and culture and distinguishing three key
phases of development past scholars mainly had in mind the range of objects studied in
guoxue when defining it and what this book underscores is the meaning of guoxue as a
modern body of research secondly it assesses several phases in the modern evolution of the
body of guoxue research from the beginning to the end of the 20th century i e ending with
the later phase of the national heritage movement third and lastly the book explores the
various main modes of modern guoxue which correspond step by step with the evolutionary
phases of guoxue research
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The Core Values of Chinese Civilization 2016-12-20 examining urban heritage in
twentieth century australia james lesh reveals how evolving ideas of value and significance
shaped cities and places over decades a growing number of sites and areas were found to be
valuable by communities and professionals places perceived to have value were often
conserved places perceived to lack value became subject to modernisation redevelopment
and renewal from the 1970s alongside strengthened activism and legislation with the
innovative burra charter 1979 the values based model emerged for managing the aesthetic
historic scientific and social significance of historic environments values thus transitioned
from an implicit to an overt component of urban architectural and planning conservation the
field of conservation became a noted profession and discipline conservation also had a
broader role in celebrating the australian nation and in reconciling settler colonialism for the
twentieth century integrating urban history and heritage studies this book provides the first
longitudinal study of the twentieth century australian heritage movement it advocates for
innovative and reflexive modes of heritage practice responsive to urban social and
environmental imperatives as the values based model continues to shape conservation
worldwide this book is an essential reference for researchers students and practitioners
concerned with the past and future of cities and heritage the foreword and chapter 1
introduction of this book are available for free in pdf format as open access from the
individual product page at routledge com it has been made available under a creative
commons attribution non commercial no derivatives 4 0 license
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Values in Cities 2022-09-23 equity crowdfunding is a new way for seed stage start ups to
generate initial capital and as such raises questions around the choices made by investors
within this area understanding it is important for investor protection as investors are
generally unaware of the factors that can influence their decisions however investing in
equity crowdfunding places the investor in a unique decision making framework in which
resources such as images videos and storytelling are all mobilized by entrepreneurs and
platforms as tools of persuasion this context thus seems to favor more holistic and emotional
decision making rather than a process that is rational and analytical this first volume centers
on the emotional and axiological determinants of choice a transdisciplinary theoretical
analysis is carried out combining different fields within the social sciences primarily finance
marketing and psychology this state of the art leads to the emergence of an original
theoretical framework for understanding investment choices in equity crowdfunding
Emotions and Values in Equity Crowdfunding Investment Choices 1 2020-12-09 examines
ways in which beliefs and values interact with science and science teaching
Beliefs And Values In Science Education 1995-06-01 a compendium of moral values
discussed as social imperatives rather than under the mantle of religion listed alphabetically
values ranting from acceptance allegiance beauty work and zeal are written in poetic prose
accessible to everyone society has become all too casual from attire to speech behavior has
followed suit as have attitudes and sentiments within the pages of this book are time
honored principles that are as relevant today as they have always been and do not impede
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freedom in society but rather encourage harmony and a healthy expression of societal
conventions morality is as applicable to today s lifestyle as it was in the past our moral values
have not been lost they are sometimes displayed in magnificent glory as in the memorial
museum of 9 11 at other times they seem to lie dormant yet they are present in all of us and
like the seedling that bursts through the fresh snow they ultimately lift up their hearts and
shine toward the light translator yael eylat tanaka publisher tektime
The book of values 2020-12-30 this text focuses upon an array of key concepts historically
associated with the activities of the helping professions but including thematic explorations
of poverty inequality user perspectives and of the essential components of the helping
relationship such as empathy compassion and conviction
The Value Base Of Social Work And Social Care 2008-10-01 one of the keys to successful
business process engineering is tight alignment of processes with organisational goals and
values historically however it has always been difficult to relate different levels of
organizational processes to the strategic and operational objectives of a complex
organization with many interrelated and interdependent processes and goals this lack of
integration is especially well recognized within the human resource management hrm
discipline where there is a clearly defined need for greater alignment of hrm processes with
the overall organizational objectives value focused business process engineering is a
monograph that combines and extends the best on offer in information systems and
operations research decision sciences modelling paradigms to facilitate gains in both
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business efficiency and business effectiveness
Value-Focused Business Process Engineering : a Systems Approach 2008-12-16 the
song of organisational change goes ready or not here i come you can t hide but is change
collapsonomics everything or have some things not changed managing value in organisations
argues that traditional business thinking has produced low trust with high cost in increased
disengagement the 100 year old management model still accrues organisational debt the
business model privileges producers and the learning model pretends individual learning
produces collective learning all are now barriers to development working with five
organisations donal carroll reinvents the management model to multiply trust the business
model for more complex customer value and learning model for significant collective learning
he provides evidence that together these get organisations to their next stage of
development faster in a climate of perceived increasing uncertainty and more for less it
invites organisations to move from default models and choose their models to live on
purpose this applied business research has many new ideas value creating research method
three new models techniques for organisations to self assess and construct their next stage
as well as fecund argument productive interference organisational orphans and facing down
facebook it invites readers on a risky narrative testing one idea in five organisations over one
year through two journeys the organisations and writer s a different business book it seeks to
capture the poetry and plumbing excitement of management innovation managers at every
level coaches consultants business scholars researchers anyone seeking sustainable
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improvement or who thinks the impossible can t be reached will find something here
Treatise on Values 1949 fictions of fact and value looks at logical positivism s major
influence on the development of postwar american fiction charting a literary and
philosophical genealogy that has been absent from criticism on the american novel since
1945
Managing Value in Organisations 2016-05-13 the book gives a uniquely comprehensive
philosophical analysis of nietzsche s thinking it shows how this thinking has its unifying focus
on values both the past and prevailing values that his psychologies and genealogies explain
and the new values that he himself creates and defends it maps in detail the argumentative
structure of his thinking as it bears on this central topic it argues that his ultimate ambition is
to show how we can incorporate the truth about values into our own valuing and that he is
therefore more deeply committed to truth than often supposed the book s chapters examine
twelve key concepts each at the heart of a network of problems and ideas a first group of
concepts value life drives affects treat the bodily valuing he attributes to our drives and
affects a second group human words nihilism freedom treat the valuing we carry out in our
deeply flawed conception of ourselves as moral agents the third group the yes self creating
dionysus project the values he offers as the lesson of his critiques values centered on a
universal affirmation expressed in the idea of eternal return each chapter organizes the rich
complexity of nietzsche s thought on its topic and works to resolve contradictions often by
showing how he treats the concepts and problems as historical the book synthesizes these
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detailed analyses into a systematic picture of his thought
Diplomatic and Consular Reports 1897 to find out more information about rowman
littlefield titles please visit us at rowmanlittlefield com
Religion and Mental Health 1980 living a life of value is a unique anthology of essays on
values ethics by contemporary writers such as howard zinn jan phillips sean gonsalves and
riane eisler
Fictions of Fact and Value 2013-10 this book contains poetic reflections that are powerful
but simple insightful and easy to understand it has poetic views on why it is important to
have purity and integrity in our journey and why they can help us succeed in life
Principles of Political Economy 1885 presents a collection of inspiring thoughts about life
meaning values and our common good adapted from stephen bauman s popular radio
commentary this book offers a daily dose of graceful reflection for twenty four hour rush hour
readers
House documents 1884 this book explores to what extent transnational influences change
national local values and practices in the nordic educational systems it provides country
cases and thematic chapters that give nuanced insights into the influence of transnational
agencies on national governance and discourses it describes how national discourses and
regulation influences school leadership values culture and practice in competition with
traditional values the transnational and global discourse on educational leadership is mostly
formed according to anglo american thinking and tradition pivotal foundations of this
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discourse are strong hierarchical societies class societies with liberal democracies and clearly
streamed education systems the nordic discourse however builds on a more equal society
and flat hierarchies with participatory democracy and on comprehensive schooling with
strong local community roots leadership thinking and practices are formed by the culture and
context they are part of they are primarily shaped by the national local values traditions and
practices and only partially shaped by politics discourses and literature due to the fact that a
great deal of the literature that is being used in the nordic contexts is of anglo american
origin and many of the research projects have anglo american foundations it is difficult to
distinguish the sources for leadership thinking and practice this book distinguishes the nordic
from the anglo american thinking and presents important findings and arguments for
leadership practitioners inside as well as outside the nordic countries
Nietzsche's Values 2020
Mind 1923
Searchlight on Values 1984
A Collection of Essays on Values 1996
Real Property Taxes and Farm Real Estate Values in North Carolina 1973
Living a Life of Value 2006
Readings in Values Clarification 1973
Climatological Data 1976
Nutrition and Human Needs--1972 1972
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Code of Federal Regulations 2005
Observations and Commentary of a Panel of Reviewers 1970
social mobility among the professions 1975
Study of Nuclear Power Plants Capital and Power Generation Costs 44 and 12.65
MWE (Gross) for United States Atomic Energy Commission San Francisco
Operations, Berkeley, California 1961
Effects of Water on Epoxy-resin Systems 1971
Poems on Values to Succeed Worldwide in Life 2019-07
Simple Truths 2006
Effects of small watershed development on land values 1978
International Value 1980-01-22
Transnational Influences on Values and Practices in Nordic Educational Leadership
2013-03-15
Federal Income Tax Treatment of Capital Gains and Losses 1951
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